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Abstract—In this work, we initially describe a method patented
in [1] for key generation in a symmetric channel between
different nodes that are located within a trusted network. In
the aftermath, we describe the different phases of the invented
method in cryptographic terms and we analyze security aspects
with respect to a proper implementation. We conclude by giving
some arguments that justify the usage of this method in enterprise
communication systems.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The initial version of the patent (Figure 1) was published as
a “United States patent Application” publication where it was
proposed a key generation method, with emphasis on a “onetime encryption/decryption with a symmetric key”. The main
goal of the patent was to provide a method that will produce
symmetric keys in a pair of nodes without distributing the
keys over insecure communication channels, where by nodes
we mean communication entities within a trusted network.
The paper is structured as follows. In section II. we give
a description of the patent’s architecture while in the next
section we present a communication flow in terms of an
actual implementation. We conclude by giving an overview
of the cryptographic fields used and some security arguments
that amplify the usage of the proposed method in enterprise
communication systems.
II. PATENT D ESCRIPTION
The proposed method can be described from the following
procedure:
1) Node A initializes the communication request with node
B by sending the request to a secure server (abbreviated
as SeS).
2) The server replies to node A by sending a first key
generation file (to the node A). Furthermore, SeS is also
sending a second key generation file to node B. Metadata
is attached to each of these key generating files.
3) At the same time node A and B are now able to process
the files and produce intermediate data sets 1 and 2.
4) After node A is finished with the process of intermediate
data set generation, node A sends the intermediate data
set to node B.
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5) The intermediate data set is sent along with metadata
that is attached to it.
6) Node B conducts bitwise comparison of the first and the
second intermediate data sets.
7) The outcome of bitwise comparison is the third intermediate data set, as a result of following statement: “Setting
the first value if the compared bits are equal and the
second one if the compared bits are unequal”
8) The third intermediate data set is now sent to Node B
as a response.
9) The same procedure of bitwise comparison (mentioned
in step 6) is conducted now over the first and the third
intermediate data set.
10) Now the final process of generating a symmetric key that
should be equal on both sides is started. The symmetric
key is the result of the following procedure: “based on
bit by bit comparison between the first and the third
intermediate data set, by keeping the value of the data
set if the value of third intermediate data set is set to
the same bit, otherwise ignoring the bit”.
11) The same procedure is conducted on node B, using the
second and the third intermediate data set in order to
produce the symmetric key that should be equal to the
one that can be found on node A.
III. C OMMUNICATION F LOW OF P ROPOSED M ETHOD
The communication flow of the proposed method is divided
in two phases. We call the first one RAV (RegistrationAuthentication-Verification) phase while the second one is a
session establishment phase. We describe both of these two
phases, below.
A. RAV Phase
The RAV Phase (Figure 2) is the initial phase in each
particular node, where each node that wishes to enter a trusted
network of registered nodes sends an initial registration request
to the SeS server. At that moment the node is added to the node
repository and it is to be considered as untrusted, therefore
it is marked with a special flag until the authentication
process is conducted. After the registration notification and
the authentication flag is set, the SeS server, being the central
trusted authority generates two random numbers, X and Y (it is
assumed that the SeS is always trusted in the beginning phase
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before any nodes start to communicate, because afterwards
the node should be ”disconnected”). X is used to identify
the device from where it will be sent, and Y is used to
encrypt a binary string of variable length, which we will refer
to as DNA. For example, the DNA’s length can be 256 or
512 bits. These numbers are being distributed over snail mail
to the user itself. Afterwards the user enters number X in
a web interface in order to establish the connection to the
central SeS server and to authenticate himself. Now, when

the SeS server receives X and authenticates the user, it can
generate the seeds. The seeds for Metadata and DNA are
generated on the server and assigned to the corresponding
node. Metadata is another binary string used mainly in the
generation of the authentication tokens for the communication
between the nodes and SeS. After the seeds are generated,
they are deployed to the corresponding nodes. These generated
seeds are now used to produce the same DNA and Metadata,
on the node and the server independently from each other.

Regardless of the independent generation, the outcome has
to be the same at the server and at the node side. This
means that the same Metadata, denoted by MDA and DNAA
is generated. The main purpose of this concept is to avoid
revealing the sensitive data during the distribution over the
insecure network.
B. Session Establishment Phase
The session establishment Phase (Figure 3) is the second
phase of the proposed method. In this phase the assumption
is that both of the nodes, which are going to establish mutual
communication, are already registered in a trusted network of
registered nodes.
This phase can be divided into two communication processes:
• Node to Node communication
• Node to Server communication
a) Node to Node communication: Two particular nodes
are trying to directly establish a shared session and generate
the symmetric key.
b) Node to Server communication: Each of the nodes
that is participating in the communication and generates its
part of the key has to authenticate to the other node that it is
trying to establish a communication to. This is being done by
sending a request to the secure server (SeS) which responds
with the encrypted session key which only the corresponding
party can decrypt.
IV. C RYPTOGRAPHIC F IELDS OF THE P ROPOSED M ETHOD
Our approach for analyzing the security of the proposed
method is twofold. Firstly, we identify the concepts of the
method with respect to (some) cryptographic primitives that
should be used. In the aftermath, we propose specific aspects from the fields of Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI),
Zero-Knowledge Protocols (ZK) and Multi-Party Computation (MPC) that will amplify the security of the proposed
method in real-world applications. In particular, for multi-party
computation, a subfield of this domain is needed: Two-party
computation (abbreviated as 2-PC) as we shall explain below.
A. Zero-Knowledge Protocols
The first phase of the proposed method is an authentication
phase. There is a node that wants to become a member of a
trusted network. In practical terms, a node could be a bank
client operating a transaction through a mobile phone or a
tablet.
As already mentioned, the identity of this node is not known
beforehand and therefore could be a malicious attacker. The
purpose of this section is to provide in concrete terms a procedure where malicious attackers can be detected during the
communication with an overwhelming probability. To maintain
our proposals aligned with the concept of the proposed method
in [1], it is required to have a cryptographic scheme for mutual
authentication. Caution is needed in order not to confuse this
term with the authentication requests in terms of an actual
implementation. To make the distinction clear, we give the

definitions of identification and authentication schemes from
the field of zero-knowledge protocols in this section.
The purpose of these protocols lie in enabling any user
(node) to prove its identity and the authenticity of his message
to any other user without shared or public keys. These schemes
are provably secure against any known or chosen plaintext
attacks.
The protocol requires two parties, the prover Nx which is
a node of the trusted network in our case and the verifier SeS
which is the secure server. The scenario assumes that Nx and
SeS are adversaries, and we want to make it impossible for
SeS to misrepresent himself as Nx even after he witnesses
and verifies arbitrarily many proofs of identity generated by
Nx . Typical applications include credit cards (whose numbers
can be copied to blank cards or used over a mobile phone),
computer passwords (which are vulnerable to hackers and
keyloggers) etc.
We distinguish between two levels of protection:
• Authentication schemes: Nx can prove to SeS that he is
Nx , but someone else cannot prove to SeS that he is Nx
• Identification schemes: Nx can prove to SeS that he is
Nx but SeS cannot prove to someone else that he is Nx
The specifications of the proposed method ask for a combination of the above two schemes if also man-in-the-middle
attacks are to be prevented, what is called a mutual authentication zero-knowledge protocol.
Examples of such protocols are [2], [3] and [4].
Finally, we would like to mention that ZK protocols require
the presence of a P UBLIC K EY I NFASTRUCTURE (PKI). That
is an infrastructure that allows you to recognize which public
key belongs to whom.
B. Multi-Party Computation
The second phase of the proposed terms can be identified
in cryptographic terms with the field of secure multi-party
computation (MPC), and more specifically in the case where
we have two parties that wish to exchange information without
revealing their individual secrets. This specific case of MPC is
called two-party computation (2-PC). In the rest of this section,
we describe the concept of MPC in the use case of 2-PC
and we interpret the specifications of the proposed method in
cryptographic terms.
The goal of MPC is to enable parties to jointly compute a
function over their inputs, while at the same time keeping these
inputs private. Secure MPC can be defined as the problem of
n players to compute an agreed function of their inputs in a
secure way, where security means guaranteeing the correctness
of the output as well as the privacy of the players inputs, even
when some players cheat. Concretely, we assume we have
inputs x1 , . . . , xn , where player i knows xi , and we want to
compute f (x1 , . . . , xn ) = (y1 , . . . , yn ) such that player i is
guaranteed to learn yi , but can get nothing more than that.
If all outputs are the same, i.e. y1 = . . . = yn = y we
write f (x1 , . . . , xn ) = y. Sometimes parties need to learn a
randomized function of their inputs. In that case they evaluate
a function f (x1 , . . . , xn ; r) = (y1 , . . . , yn ), where r is a
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uniformly random value unknown by all parties. When n = 2,
that is we have two players with inputs x1 and x2 we call this
concept 2-PC.
For a sealed-bid auction the function computed could be
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) = (i, xi ), where xi = maxnj=1 xj . If there are

several parties Pj with xi = maxnj=1 xj , then a random such
party could be elected by evaluating a randomized function.
It is clear that if we can compute any function securely, we
have a very powerful tool. However, some protocol problems
require even more general ways of thinking. A secure payment
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system, for instance, cannot naturally be formulated as secure
computation of a single function: what we want here is to
continuously keep track of how much money each player has
available and avoid cases where for instance people spend
more money than they have. Such a system should behave
like a secure general-purpose computer: it can receive inputs
from the players at several points in time and each time it
will produce results for each player computed in a specified
way from the current inputs and from previously stored values.
Well-knows examples of MPC protocols are the ones of [5]
and [6].
Now we formulate the specifications of the proposed method
in terms of 2-PC. We have two nodes NA and NB which
can be considered as the two parties P1 and P2 of a 2-PC
protocol. Each node Nx , x ∈ {A, B} receives a processing
file P rx which contains DNA and Metadata (MD), denoted
by DNAx and M Dx , respectively. In the proposed method
we have PrA 6= PrB and also DNAA 6= DNAB as well as

MDA = MDB . What is being computed by both nodes is a
function f (PrA , PrB ) and the users check the common output
without having revealed their individual inputs PrA and PrB .
V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we described a method for generating a
symmetric key between different nodes that are located within
a trusted network based on a patent published by [1]. We
presented a high-level overview of a communication flow of
the proposed method in terms of an actual implementation
that could be used in real-world applications while we also
analyzed the cryptographic fields involved and remarked their
potential advantages. For example, we proposed the application of a mutual authentication zero-knowledge protocol
in order to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks. Thus, in the
special case of an enterprise communication system which is
composed of a trusted network and a pair of nodes, we can
identify a malicious node that wants to enter our network.
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